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Just know from the start that it wasn't supposed to go like this. All we wanted was to get near them.

That's why we got a room in the hotel where they were staying. We were not planning to kidnap one

of them. Especially not the most useless one. But we had him-his room key, his cell phone, and his

secrets.We were not planning on what happened next. We swear.From thrilling new talent Goldy

Moldavsky comes a pitch-black, hilarious take on fandom and the badass girls who have the power

to make-or break-the people we call "celebrities."
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For the past several months I have been in a rather deep and annoying reading slump and I feel

that most of the books I have reviewed this year thus far have made that pretty evident (plus I think I

am currently burned out when it comes to fantasy YA). I got Kill The Boy Band as a reward for

myself and had no intention of reviewing it. The title and simplistic cover immediately grabbed my

attention and the summary instantly drew me in. Because of my reading slump, I figured it would

take me at least a week to get through it, but surprisingly (and for the first time in a very long time), I



practically devoured this book in one sitting. Kill The Boy Band gives a pretty accurate description of

modern fangirls and the insanity that goes along with being obsessed with a boy band these days.

The way Goldy Moldavsky described the community and the bonds (that are also easily broken)

was spot on. That means that the majority of the story is actually pretty believable. Even though it

was pretty dark it still managed to also be very funny and had me actually laughing and chuckling

out loud multiple times.If you like this, you should definitely check out Boring Girls by Sara Taylor

(Similar, but WAY darker and less comedic)

"His voice was London butter. Is that a thing? Let's say it was Marmite, but delicious."I have to say

first off that if you aren't cognizant of fangirl culture (Tumblr, Real person fanfiction, Twitter death

threats etc) then you are going to be missing where a good chunk of the humor lies.It is a comedy

book, so it is full of the stereotype characters, and of course you need to suspend some disbelief as

you would with a sitcom on television.A great book for summer, vacation, or whenever you need to

pick something up that will give you a break after reading something more intense, Kill the Boy Band

is like "Jawbreaker" for fangirls, complete with Tumblr language, pop culture references, and a main

character who has a thing for 80's films.I really enjoyed this book!

Being a bit band enthusiast for half my life, this book got my attention for the title alone. Actually

reading it, well let's just say boy band fans can be a little crazy. Now I would never go as far as

these girls but a lot of what makes us boy band fans up was spilled out of this. Plus there are so

many great quotable lines. I really want this to be a movie don't right could be quite entertaining and

please let me sign up to be the girl telling this story. Overall good read won't be disappointed in the

one liners

This was such a fun read! Loved the quirky characters and the in-depth look into superfan culture. A

lot of the book is spent questioning the nature of this culture, but in a way that's genuinely

soul-searching and not condescending. It's also hilarious. A perfect, quick, dark read to take to the

beach or read between concerts and online stalking.

This book is very well written and it's a captivating story that grabs your attention and keeps it

throughout. I stayed up way to late to see how it would end. I gave it 4 instead of 5 stars because of

*SPOILER ALERT* the ending didn't seem realistic because there are literally cameras everywhere

these days. *SPOILER OVER*



I'm not much of a boy band afficionado (this is an understatement), but I do have a deep deep love

for realistic characters and terrific plotting, and KILL THE BOY BAND delivers on all fronts. I love the

set-up of Part 1 contrasted with the rollicking ride of Part 2.I had heard a ton of buzz for this book,

and it did not disappoint. Super great. It's unlike anything I've read before, and I just really loved the

characters, plot, writing, humor, intensity, and the boy band.

I didn't know what to expect going in, but this book was pure dark delight. Like Drop Dead Gorgeous

style dark comedy. I'll definitely check out future books by the author.

I, like many other American young women, had a boy band phase in highschool. So naturally I

found this book hilarious. It was wild and crazy and I loved every minute of it. Sounds like something

right out of a fanfic I read back in the day, except much better.
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